
TWIN SWEEP 1150E

The newest innovation of a ride-on sweeper: 

high-performance and a modern design. Ware-

houses, commercial spaces, parking lots and 

industry areas, the robust and very agile  

Twin Sweep 1150E is the ideal choice, available  

in different options! Whilst all share the same 

strong sweeping performance of the twin-roller 

system, the Pro-version offers folding-out side 

brushes, comfort seating and steering.
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The Superior
16.000 m2 NEW 

Folding-out side brushes,
excellent maneuverability, 

Twin roller system



THE DETAILS

THE BENEFITS

The compact ride-on suction sweeper is designed for professional applications. Its 
impressive maneuverability and sweeping performance results in efficient cleaning  
of large spaces. Sweeping in narrow aisles is easy with the Twin Sweep 1150E.  
The integrated foldable side brooms increase the sweeping width when needed and 
make sweeping in corners and under racks an easy task. The extra-large wheels 
ensure an excellent maneuverability and easy drive over humps. The TRS sweeping 
system patented by Stolzenberg in combination with a superior dust control and 
filter performance effortlessly removes all kinds of debris, sand and dust.

FACTS AND FIGURES

For more product films and information follow us on:

 Two side brushes - folding out
 Large front wheels
 Forward traction
 Center brush drive
 Electric filter shaker
 Electric suction
  High battery specs
 On-board charger
 Hour meter and charging light indication
 Discharge protection
 Front LED lights
 Strong motors
 Extra large hopper

The TRS system

EQUIPMENT BASIC PRO

Battery specs 4x 6V 200Ah (C20) Gel 4x 6V 200Ah (C20) Gel

Theoretical run time/hours up to 4,5h up to 4,5h

Battery charger external on-board

Charging indicator with  
discharge protection

yes yes

Hour meter yes yes

Driving speed max. 6 km/h max. 6 km/h

Sweeping system Tandem-Roller-System (TRS) Tandem-Roller-System (TRS)

Sweeping

Sweeping width 700 mm 700 mm

with one side broom 950 mm 950 mm

with two side brooms 1200 mm (optional) 1200 mm (optional)

Power transmission electric-direct/chain electric-direct/chain

Theoretical sweeping  
performance (m2/h)

up to 7200 up to 7200

Dirt-hopper volume (l) 100 100 

Machine dimensions 
(LxBxH in mm)

1560x900x1200 1560x900x1200

Empty weight (incl. batteries) ca. 350 kg ca. 350 kg

Suction off-switch (for wet-debis 
sweeping)

yes yes

Suction airflow 710 m³/h 710 m³/h

Filter

Filter area (m2) 2,7 2,7 

Filter type panel filter panel filter

Characteristic water resistant water resistant 

Filter classification M M

Filter shaker electric-mechanical electric-mechanical

Tires
pneumatic tires  
(optional: solid rubber 
black or non-marking)

solid rubber black  
(optional: non-marking  
or pneumatic tires)

LED headlights no yes

Steering wheel standard comfort steering wheel  
with knob

Drivers seat standard comfort seat


